
projects

step 1.

step 2.

I have a bit of a hard time paying for something that 
I know I can make – especially something as simple 
and easy as party décor.

A few weeks ago, I saw some tissue paper-flowered 
garland at a big box store and it hit me: “I can totally 
make that.”

FESTIVE TISSUE 
PAPER GARLAND

Liz Hicks

MATERIALS: 
Brother™ ScanNCut machine, tissue paper, sewing machine (I use 

Innov-ís 950D), string

Cut tissue paper into equal squares.

Arrange some scalloped circles in three different sizes (I believe these are 3 1/2", 

2 1/2" and 1 1/2").

The wonderful thing about ScanNCut is that I can scan in my background and 

see exactly where my design is going to rest. (Tip: If you want to move your 

design around and keep all shapes together, you can group them using the 

“Unify” tool; it is irreversible though, so make sure that this is what you want.)
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step 4. 

step 5. 

step 6. 

After you cut your patterns out, take the negative 

space off of the mat. You will see your designs. 

Carefully pull your designs off the mat with a spatula.

Next, take two larger cuts and layer the middle size and smaller size inside. 

Sew the inside of the flower with your sewing 

machine. I am using the Innov-ís 950D, which 

is perfect for sewing and embroidery.

Do this twice for each flower that you would 

like on your garland. (Therefore, for each 

bloom that will hang on your garland, you will 

need two of these sewn flower bunches.) 

step 3. Once my paper and design is in place, I can cut. I recommend always doing a test 

cut first. You can find this function in the “Patterns” option. For this cut, I used a 

blade depth of “2” and a cut pressure of “1”. 

Tip: Use the low-tack mat for tissue paper.



step 7. 

step 8. 

Fluff up your bloom and make it three-dimensional. Start in the center, and 

pinch the center of the bloom to make the sides stand up. 

This is what your blooms will look like after you sew them and fluff them up.

To string your garland, use a sewing machine to make it quick and simple. To do 

this, you will take two of the same color blooms, flatten the centers, and overlap 

them as seen above. 
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step 10. 

step 11. 

step 12. 

From here, pull your bloom out 12", and also allow your thread to be pulled out 

12". Do not cut the thread. The thread will act as your garland streamer.

Continue this until all of your blooms are threaded. 

Here is the garland – created and ready to hang! I recommend keeping your 

garland straight. Although it doesn’t tangle too easily, it is still best to keep the 

garland straight so that the threads do not intertwine. To store your garland, 

simply wrap it in newsprint or an old newspaper, fold and store. The nice thing 

about this garland is that you can always fluff it up when you need it.

                                       

The great thing about this project is that it is a great way to customize your 

party décor. In addition, it is super inexpensive, easy to do, and can be easily 

stored for future celebrations.

                                       

step 9. Sew the center forward and backward to create a secure stitch. Make sure that 

the stiches are small and overlap both of the blooms. (This may flatten your 

blooms a bit, but don’t worry…they should fluff up again just fine.)
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